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The information guidance system for parking spaces in large- and medium-sized parking lots is not efficient at present. It tends to
be difficult to find an empty parking space in parking lots in big cities. One of the problems is the large amount of calculation in the
traditional Dijkstra algorithm. In this paper, an improved Dijkstra algorithm is presented and optimized to find the best parking
path with the purpose of looking for the nearest free parking space based on the layout model in parking lot parking guidance.
The experiments show that the improved Dijkstra algorithm can find the optimal parking space and the optimal parking path
and improve the parking efficiency.

1. Introduction

With the continuous expansion of the scale of cities, the
problem of parking difficulties has become increasingly
prominent and traffic accidents frequently occur. The main
reasons for the problem of “difficult parking” are as follows:
the current urban parking spaces are in short supply; more
importantly, in the process of searching for parking spaces,
people can get less valuable parking space information; and
there is a lack in parking space information management
platform to guide vehicle drivers to park reasonably [1]. Solu-
tions that help people to find the nearest parking lot have
been put forward by researchers with the application of
GPS technology/BeiDou technology becomes mature. The
research focuses on outdoor parking guidance, but the
indoor navigation technology has not been developed as it
should be [2]. In fact, the indoor navigation technology and
the outdoor navigation technology are essentially the same
and they all need three kinds of technical support, namely,
indoor positioning technology, indoor map, and path plan-
ning technology [3]. The research of indoor navigation and
positioning technology has been paid more attention, and
its application has gradually become popular. In the future,
the construction of smart cities will be inseparable from
indoor navigation and positioning technology. The develop-

ment of indoor navigation and positioning technology with
high precision, low cost, and universality and the realization
of indoor and outdoor seamless navigation and positioning
have always been the hot and difficult research topics at home
and abroad [4]. Now, the development of indoor navigation
has become a new direction for major enterprises to break
through. One of the main applications of indoor navigation
is to guide cars to park in parking lots. When the car owners
arrives at the destination parking lot, they need to rely on the
guidance of the managers in the parking lot or drive blindly
to find the parking space, which wastes time and energy
and also brings new problems: parade parking, resulting in
congestion in the parking lot. It may take a long time for
car owners to find appropriate parking spaces. It will greatly
affect the parking of car owners when they encounter traffic
congestion in the parking lot. Therefore, we need a parking
space information management platform, which will be bet-
ter if it has the function of guiding parking. It is an urgent
problem that the guidance of parking spaces is imperfect
and needs to be solved [5].

To address this challenge, we established an abstract data
model of parking guidance based on the layout model in
parking lot parking guidance, optimized this data model by
using Dijkstra’s improved algorithm, and finally found an
optimal parking path with the lowest cost. With this method,
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the car owners can find an idle parking space in the shortest
time and parking efficiency and users’ parking experience is
greatly improved; the efficiency of the parking lot will also
be improved.

2. System Structure and Parking Space
Model Establishment

2.1. Parking Garage Information Guidance Management
System. We designed and implemented an parking garage
information guidance management system for intelligent
parking. The main functions of the system includes parking
space information collection, transmission, guidance control,
and display statistics. Its main function is to monitor the
occupancy situation of parking spaces in the parking lot
and parking specifications in real time. There are many
methods for monitoring the parking space status. For exam-
ple, GPP and PGS2 systems adopt ultrasonic waves, while
Siemens systems use parking sensors placed on the ground
[6]. Monitoring vehicles by infrared sensors is one of the
most sensible methods while considering that the system is
mainly aimed at large- and medium-sized parking lots, and
ultrasonic sensors are very sensitive to temperature changes
and extreme air [7]. Therefore the system adopts infrared
photoelectric switches. By arranging four infrared photoelec-
tric switches in the parking space and adjusting the positions
of infrared radio and television switches, the system can judge
the state of vehicle parking irregularly if all four infrared pho-
toelectric switches are covered by vehicles; it is standard. The
working process of the parking garage information guidance
management system is as follows: the infrared photoelectric
switch on the parking space collects the specific information
of the parking space, transmits the collected information,
obtains the parking space status in the background, and
selects all the empty parking spaces. When the owner enters
the parking lot, there is a demand for finding the best empty
parking space. The system finds the shortest path of the best
empty parking space for the vehicle according to the guid-
ance algorithm and publishes the information to the vehicle
owner and guides him to park his vehicle as soon as possible.
At the same time, the system will also detect the parking

specification after the owner has parked the vehicle, which
is mainly realized by setting reasonable infrared photoelectric
switches. If the parking is standard, the system will feedback
to the owner that the parking is successful. If the parking is
not standardized, the system will prompt the owner of the
vehicle to park the vehicle in a standardized way through
the mobile phone. Intelligent parking solutions and intelli-
gent systems provide a way to obtain parking lot information
[8] and guide car owners to park faster and better and
improve parking efficiency.

2.2. Model of the Parking Space Guidance Layout. Figure 1 is a
typical parking space guidance layout diagram. The parking
lot has only one exit and one entrance, and they are set up
separately without affecting each other. The two pedestrian
elevators are located in the middle of the entrance and exit,
which are symmetrical as a whole. We discuss the optimiza-
tion of the optimal parking path in this paper, taking this typ-
ical parking layout as an example. It can be regarded as a
weighted graph; the cars to be parked, the intersections of
lanes, and all free parking spaces are regarded as nodes; the
paths in each driving direction are regarded as an edge; and
the length of the driving road can be regarded as the weight
of the edge. According to the path weights in the parking
space guidance layout, the path optimization algorithm is
used to calculate the weights of parking spaces and the best
parking space and the corresponding parking path are
selected to improve parking efficiency.

Many factors need to be considered in the selection of an
empty parking space. The problems of the parking space
itself are as follows: too close to the exit or entrance may
cause safety problems and the empty parking space without
cars parked next to it is better than the empty parking space
with cars parked next to it [9]. There is also the issue of the
owner’s angle: the distance between the empty parking space
and the pedestrian elevator and the distance between the
empty parking space and the exit or entrance [10]. However,
considering that the parking garage information guidance
management system also involves guiding the car to the
parking lot in the early stage and the owner has been driving
the car for a period of time and the owner may be tired after
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Figure 1: Parking space guidance layout diagram.
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arriving at the parking lot, so it is better to let the owner park
the car in the shortest time. In this way, the parking efficiency
of the parking lot is improved and the situation of car conges-
tion is avoided. Set the free parking space in the parking lot as
Pi, set the path distance from the parked vehicle to the free
parking space as SðiÞ, and then, set the corresponding opti-
mal parking path as minfSðiÞg.

3. Optimization Algorithm in the Layout of
Parking Lot Guidance

In life, we are faced with many problems related to the short-
est path. For example, it can reduce the cost of transporting
unit materials and save freight expenses if we chose a reason-
able transportation route under the condition of the existing
traffic network. Thus, the problem of path optimization is
crucial to our life.

3.1. Classical Shortest Path Algorithm and Its Disadvantages.
The shortest path problem is a classical algorithm problem in
graph theory, which is aimed at finding the shortest path
between two nodes in a graph (composed of nodes and
paths). Shortest path algorithms which are commonly used
include the Dijkstra algorithm, Floyd algorithm, A∗ (A Star)
algorithm, BFS algorithm, and Johnson algorithm [11].
Among them, the Dijkstra algorithm is used to solve the
shortest distance between a certain source point and other
end points [12]; simply put that it is a typical single-source
shortest path algorithm, which is neither DFS search nor
BFS search, DFS occupies less memory but is slower, and
BFS occupies more memory but is faster. The Dijkstra algo-
rithm avoids these two problems. The algorithm is simple
and easy to implement and has a high practical value. The
Floyd algorithm is used to find the distance between any
two points, which is different from the Dijkstra algorithm.
In short, the Floyd algorithm is a multisource shortest path
algorithm, which adopts the method of dynamic program-
ming. The Floyd algorithm is simple and easy to implement,
but by comparing their time complexity, Dijkstra algorithm’s
time complexity is generally Oðn2Þ, while Floyd algorithm’s
time complexity is generally Oðn3Þ. Therefore, the Dijkstra
algorithm is faster than the Floyd algorithm, that is, the Dijk-

stra algorithm has more advantages in finding the shortest
path of a single source. As we all know, finding free parking
spaces in parking lots is a typical example of finding the
shortest path of a single source. In addition, the Dijkstra algo-
rithm is used to determine the shortest path and configure
other conditions such as parking lane intersections, parking
spaces, and their occupancy rates. The free parking space
resources can be used more efficiently [13]. Therefore, this
paper mainly improves the Dijkstra algorithm.

In the parking space guidance layout diagram, it will have
a large amount of calculation when using the Dijkstra algo-
rithm to find the shortest parking path and the efficiency of
finding the best parking space will be very low, resulting in
the problem of low parking efficiency. Therefore, the algo-
rithm needs to be improved.

3.2. Improved Dijkstra Algorithm. There will be a sea of nodes
and path when the traditional Dijkstra algorithm is applied to
large parking lots, which makes the weighted graph more
complicated. When the traditional Dijkstra algorithm is used
to find the best parking path, the calculation is heavy and the
parking efficiency is low. It is the simplest way to choose the
nearest free parking space to the vehicle itself when we
choose the optimal free parking space. Based on this idea,
we design an optimization algorithm based on the Dijkstra
algorithm in this paper. The basic idea of this optimization
algorithm is as follows: obtain the latitude and longitude of
free parking spaces and vehicles to be parked and calculate
the distance between free parking spaces and vehicles to be
parked by using the obtained latitude and longitude informa-
tion; Euclidean distance is used here because it can better rep-
resent the true distance between two nodes. We select the
nearest five free parking spaces which can be appropriately
increased when the parking lot is as large as nodes and add
them to the weighted graph, thus greatly reducing the num-
ber of nodes in the weighted graph. Then, the weights of
the five free parking spaces are calculated (the path distance
is taken as the weight). Finally, the parking space with the
minimum value is selected to determine the best parking
path. To facilitate the representation of parking paths, the
lane intersections D1–D9 are introduced. Here is the
improved Dijkstra algorithm:

//P is the set of free parking spaces, S is the weight (path distance) of free parking spaces
1 calculate the distance between longitude and latitude of free parking spaces and longitude and latitude of the carM to be parked, the
set of 5 free parking Spaces with the shortest distance is denoted as P and the free parking Spaces are marked as PiðI ∈ ½0, 4�Þ.

2 Supposing that the shortest time shortest path set is T ðP ⊊ TÞ, the corresponding weights (path distance) is S ðiÞ, the set T is initial-
ized to null and the weights S ðiÞ is initialized to 0, i ∈ ½0, 4�;

3 While not all the elements in the set P enter the set T do
4 Select Pk, Pk = fPi ∈ P − T ∣ minSðiÞg, Pk is the end point of the shortest path from the current car M, T = T ∪ fPkg;
5 Update the weight of the shortest path from carM to Pk, SðkÞ =minfSðkÞ, SðiÞ + Sði, kÞg//Sði, kÞ indicates the path distance between
node i and node k.

6 End while
7 Output the final weights of all empty parking nodes in the empty parking space set P, and the berth Pi corresponding tominfSðiÞg is
the optimal berth.

8 The path corresponding to W = fM,⋯,Dn,⋯Pig is the optimal path from the car M to the optimal Pi .

Algorithm 1: ImDA(P,M).
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4. Experimental Analysis

Combined with the above improved Dijkstra algorithm, a
specific example is selected for analysis. Figure 2 is a parking
space guidance layout diagram of the parking lot at a certain
time, which can clearly see the parking space occupation sit-
uation in the parking lot at this time. The following example
takes Figure 2 as an example; assume that P0 ⋯⋯P7 shown
in the figure is the free parking space in the parking lot at this
time (assuming that all but these seven parking spaces are
occupied) and M represents the car to be parked.

According to the abovementioned optimization algo-
rithm, firstly, the free parking spaces P0 ⋯⋯P7 (represented
by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, in the figure) and the
longitude and latitude of the car to be parked are obtained
and the free parking spaces (the center points of rectangular
parking spaces) are taken to obtain C0 ⋯⋯C7; calculate the
distance fromM to C0 ⋯⋯C7 and select the five points with
the shortest straight line distance. The five points screened
out in this example are P0, P1, P2, P3, P4 (represented by 0,
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, in the figure), and these five points
are the nodes that need to be added to the weighted graph.

Assuming that the measured distance (taking the width
of a parking space as the unit distance) is as shown in
Table 1 below, assume that each road is as wide as three park-
ing widths, points D1–D9: two parking spaces from the far
left of the road and one parking space from the right side of
the road.

According to the abovementioned optimization algo-
rithm for the parking space guidance layout diagram, the five
points P0, P1, P2, P3, and P4 closest to the car to be parked are

screened out and the weights of these five points are calcu-
lated, namely, the path distance, which can also be said to
be the driving distance of the route. The smaller the weight,
the smaller the driving distance from the driving to the park-
ing space, the simpler the parking, and the shorter the
required time. The optimal parking path and weights from
the car M to the free parking space are shown in Table 2.

It is not difficult to see that the parking guidance weight
of parking space P2 is the lowest, that is, the best parking
space for car M is P2 and the corresponding best parking
path is M⟶D5⟶ P2. After preliminary screening, the
optional idle parking spaces are reduced and the number of
nodes is greatly reduced. The shortest straight line distance
between the source point and the end point of the car does
not mean the shortest driving route. There may be the follow-
ing special circumstances: the straight line distance is short,
but it cannot be reached directly, so it takes a long distance
to reach the parking space and the actual driving route is lon-
ger than other idle parking spaces. Therefore, parking spaces
should be screened first, then, the shortest path of the
screened parking spaces should be further calculated, and
finally, the smallest weight should be selected as the best
parking space. In this example, P0 is the closest straight line
distance from the source point (car M) to the free parking
space; the corresponding parking path is M⟶D5⟶D2
⟶ P0, and the weight (path distance) is 18. However,
according to the above algorithm, the shortest parking path
is M⟶D5⟶ P2 and P2 is the best parking space with a
weight (path distance) of 10. By comparing the parking space
P0, obtained by the shortest straight line distance with the
parking space P2 obtained by the algorithm, it can be seen
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Figure 2: Parking space guidance layout at a certain time.

Table 1: Path distance in the layout.

Path Path distance Path Path distance

D1–D4 7 P0 –D2 6

D4 –D7 8 P1 –D8 7

D4 –D5 15 P2 –D5 5

D5 –D6 18 P3 –D8 6

M –D5 5 P4 –D2 8

Table 2: Parking space guidance weight and path.

Parking space Path Path distance (weight)

P0 M⟶D5⟶D2⟶ P0 18

P1 M⟶D5⟶D8⟶ P1 20

P2 M⟶D5⟶ P2 10

P3 M⟶D5⟶D8⟶ P3 19

P4 M⟶D5⟶D2⟶ P4 20
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that the optimized Dijkstra algorithm reduces the path dis-
tance, reduces the driving distance, and improves the parking
efficiency, which further illustrates the superiority of the
algorithm. A parking garage information guidance manage-
ment system can guide owners to park the car faster and
detect the parking conditions of vehicle owners through dif-
fuse infrared photoelectric switches deployed in parking
spaces. If it is detected that the car owners are parking irreg-
ularly, it can push the parking irregularity information to the
user’s mobile phone to remind the user to park the car
regularly.

5. Conclusion

The traditional Dijkstra algorithm takes all empty parking
spaces, parked cars, and lane intersections as nodes and adds
all possible paths into the weighted graph, which is computa-
tionally intensive and inefficient. In view of this shortcoming
of the traditional Dijkstra algorithm, we design an improved
Dijkstra algorithm by limiting conditions, the number of
nodes and the number of paths are reduced, the amount of
computation is reduced, the computing efficiency is
improved, and thus, the parking efficiency and parking expe-
rience are improved.

The main innovation of this paper is as follows: when
looking for the best parking space, not considering the walk-
ing distance of the owner or the distance from the entrance
and exit, then, the appropriate weight calculation method is
selected to choose the parking space, which is different from
other studies. We choose the car as the search center in this
paper, which can ensure that the parking space is relatively
close and optimal and ensure that the car is parked in the
shortest time. In addition, it can also ensure that cars can
search parking spaces anytime and anywhere in the parking
lot, so as to find parking spaces that are close to themselves
and convenient, with relatively few limitations.

However, there are many shortcomings in this paper that
need to be further improved:

(1) It is necessary to strictly prove the improved Dijkstra
algorithm to ensure that it is effective for graphs of
large order, which is mainly aimed at the case of large
parking lots

(2) Finding an unoccupied parking slot by the interested
vehicle owners with the least overhead becomes an
NP-hard problem bounded by various constraints
[14]. Therefore, it is necessary to continue to improve
the Dijkstra algorithm and improve the time com-
plexity of the algorithm

(3) The calculation method of weights is relatively sim-
ple, which needs to be further improved and strictly
compared with other methods, such as the neural
network-based predictive control approach [15, 16]

(4) The parking space library information guidance
management system is mentioned above, but this
paper mainly introduces the Dijkstra algorithm for
finding the best parking space [17, 18]. The descrip-

tion of the system is relatively few, and the system still
needs further improvement. For example, after find-
ing the best parking space, you can rely on the display
at the intersection to indicate the driving direction or
that the roadside indicator lights up to directly guide
the car to the parking space, so as to realize a more
intelligent parking system
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